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                To the Editor:
Reliable peptide identification is key in mass-spectrometry-based proteomics. Therefore, peptide-to-spectrum matches (PSMs) must be reported along with their false discovery rates (FDRs). Researchers, however, often focus on a protein subsetâ€”for example, on particular pathways or selected organisms in metaproteomics. Hence, many PSMs are deemed irrelevant for their research question. The common search-all-assess-all strategy (all-all) searches against all expected peptides calculates FDR q-values for each PSM and filters PSMs that match to irrelevant peptides. Recently, Noble1 proposed to remove irrelevant peptides from the database before searching. He claims that this search-subset-assess-subset method (sub-sub) improves statistical power because it tests each spectrum against fewer candidates, and because fewer spectra are identified in a subset search. We argue that both methods lead to poor FDR control, and we propose the search-all-assess-subset (all-sub) method, which (i) searches against all expected peptides and (ii) discards irrelevant PSMs before (iii) FDR calculation.
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                    Figure 1: Comparison of methods on the Plasmodium falciparum example (Plasmodium subset).[image: ]
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Comparison of methods on the Pyrococcus furiosus example
Histograms of MS-GF+ scores (grey) with estimated number of correct PSMs (#target - #decoys, red) and incorrect PSMs (#decoys, blue), 1% FDR cutoff (dashed line) for the search-all-assess-all (all-all, panel a), the search-subset-assess-subset (sub-sub, panels b, d) and the search-all-assess-subset strategy (all- sub, panel c). The GO term â€œATP bindingâ€� was used to generate the subset of interest. In panel (a) and (c), the spectra are searched against the complete Pyrococcus database and in panel (b) and (d) against an â€œATP binding proteinsâ€� only database. Panel (a) shows PSM scores for all PSMs, panels (b) - (d) for the â€œATP binding proteinsâ€� subset, only. The fraction of incorrect PSMs (Ï€0, first mode in the target distribution) is lower in the complete Pyrococcus set (all-all, panel a) than in the â€œATP binding proteinsâ€� subset (all-sub, panel c) indicating that the all-all FDR is too liberal. The 1% FDR cutoff in the subsub strategy (panel b) shifted to higher values and this leads to a decrease in the number of subset PSMs found compared to the all-all strategy and the all-sub strategy. It also shows that sub-sub forces many PSMs on incorrect subset PSMs (orange bars in panel d). Indeed 6110 (8617-2507) spectra matching to other Pyrococcus targets/decoys in the complete Pyrococcus search switch to an â€œATPbindingâ€� sequence in the subset-search. 1.4% of the sub-sub PSMs above the 1% FDR cutoff have switched peptides sequences (panel d orange) as compared to the complete search (all-all and all-sub strategies). They have much lower scores than in a complete search and are questionable at best (black and orange boxplot below histogram in panel d).

                          Source data
                        


Supplementary Figure 2 Comparison of methods on the Plasmodium falciparum example (human-subset).
Histograms of MS-GF+ scores (grey) with estimated number of correct PSMs (#target - #decoys, red) and incorrect PSMs (#decoys, blue), 1% FDR cutoff (dashed line) for the search-all-assess-all (all-all) (a), the search-subset-assess-subset (sub-sub) (b, d) and the search-all-assess-subset strategy (all-sub) (c). In panel (a) and (c), the spectra are searched against a human + Plasmodium database (complete search) and in panel (b) and (d) against a human only database. Panel (a) shows PSM scores for both human and Plasmodium, panels (b) â€“ (d) for the human subset, only. The fraction of incorrect PSMs (Ï€0, first mode in the target distribution) is lower in the human + Plasmodium set (all-all, panel a) than in the human subset (all-sub, panel c) indicating that the all-all FDR is too liberal. The 1% FDR cutoff in the sub-sub strategy (panel b) shifted to higher values and this leads to a decrease in the number of subset PSMs found compared to the all-all and all-sub strategy. It also shows that many PSMs are forced on incorrect subset PSMs in the sub-sub strategy (huge first mode of the distribution). Indeed 13553 (30286-16733) spectra matching to Plasmodium targets/decoys in the human + Plasmodium search switched to a human sequence in the subset-search. 1.3% of the sub-sub PSMs above the 1% FDR cutoff switched peptide sequences (panel d orange) as compared to the complete search (all-all and all-sub strategies). They have lower scores than in a complete search and are questionable at best (black and orange boxplots below histogram in panel d). Sub-sub puts an even higher burden on the target decoy approach for the human-subset than for the Plasmodium-subset (Figure 1 in the main manuscript and Supplementary Figure 3) because more high-quality Plasmodium spectra occur in the sample increasing the problem of forced-PSMs. Note, that the results for the human subset are only included to illustrate that poor FDR control of all-all and sub-sub is not due to a specific choice of the subset. Also note that we do not advocate the use of all-sub on all possible subsets and to combine their results.


Supplementary Figure 3 Histograms of MS-GF+ scores (grey) for the search-subset-assess-subset (sub-sub) method in the Plasmodium falciparum example (Plasmodium-subset).
Common PSMs (green) and PSMs that switched peptides sequences (orange) in the sub-sub search (Plasmodium database) as compared to the complete search (human + Plasmodium database). It shows that the sub-sub strategy forces many PSMs on incorrect subset PSMs (huge first mode of the distribution). 0.6% of the sub-sub PSMs above the 1% FDR cutoff switched peptide sequences (orange) as compared to the complete search. Moreover, they have lower scores than in a complete search and are questionable at best (black and orange boxplot below histogram).


Supplementary Figure 4 Boxplot of the fractions of subset PSMs that matched a different peptide sequence in the complete (all-all) and the subset search (subsub) for 36 different GO subsets of the Pyrococcus furiosus example.
PSM-subset-lists were constructed at 1% (panel a) or 5% FDR (panel b). Vertical grey line indicates the FDR cutoff. Since PSMs always have a higher score in the complete search, we assume that the match in the subset search is likely a false positive. Most subsets return a higher fraction of switched PSMs then the given FDR cutoff. This suggests that the sub-sub strategy suffers from an inaccurate FDR control for most GO subsets.
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